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C

ONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE MADE IT TO
the end of 2022 (almost). I don’t know
about you, but I feel like we’ve finally made
it back to “normal”. Beer sales have remained
steady and even throughout the year, thanks
in part to the return of the On Premise business
to near pre‑pandemic levels. Flavor is still showing
growth, and I’m excited to see what happens in that
category over the next few months.
What else can we look forward to? University
of Arizona Basketball is getting ready to tip off
in November. Tommy Lloyd will see his second
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As we enter into the holiday season, I encourage you to look at your core business
and make sure you’re giving space to those core brands and products that drive
your business. The premium lights and Mexican imports I mentioned earlier
are big, solid brands that will make you money. Please reach out to your Finley
Account Manager; our Reset Team can help you determine where your biggest
and best opportunities lie so you can finish the year strong.
Finally, I thought I’d give you a sneak peak at some of the new and exciting
things coming in early 2023. The biggest thing I can tell you about is new
Modelo Oro, set to make a big play in the ultra-light beer segment, along
with new Heineken Silver. You’ll also see a lot of new RTD’s in the next few
months, including an exciting new offering from White Claw and a few zero
sugar options. With all these new items, it will be important for you to pick the
right ones to give space to.
As always, your Account Manager, I and the rest of the Finley team are here
to help you succeed. We appreciate your continued partnership and hope
you have a safe and happy holiday season.
Cheers!
Sincerely,
Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

Dennis Shields
President

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Finley People Get The Job Done
John Hubbard
Chain Sales Manager, Diageo Brand Manager

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? October 3rd
marked 34 years. Can you believe it?
Where were you born? Madison, Wisconsin.
What’s your favorite part of your job? I think my favorite part of
what I do is watching a plan come together. You work on getting a new
placement in a chain because you know the product will do well. You
finally get the buyer to bring it in and then watch it take off. Like getting
Dragoon or 805 into Costco, or getting local/regional beers into Trader
Joe’s. Presenting an idea, having the account bring it in and watching it
succeed – it’s a very satisfying feeling. And getting to work with all these
different people – it’s just the coolest thing.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time?
Dragoon IPA, Firestone Walker Union Jack and the Guinness limited
releases that come out around this time of year are some of
my favorites.
What do you love best about Tucson? Tucson, to me, feels like the
biggest little city. With so much wrapped around the University of Arizona,
it reminds me of my hometown a bit. I also love to play golf and I can
play the courses here year‑round. Add in the mountains I look at every
day driving home – it’s just beautiful here.

Tells us a little about your family. I’ve been
married to my lovely wife, Julie, for 29 years.
I like going home to talk about the day with
her. Savannah, my daughter, is 28 and lives in
New York City. My son, Nick, is 26 and recently
graduated from the University of Arizona
with a double major in Spanish and Music.

Mike Boisvert

Breakage and Maintenance Specialist
How long have you been with Finley Distributing? 14 years and
going strong!
Where were you born? Tucson, Arizona.
What is your favorite part of your job? The feeling of
accomplishment- working as a team, being able to look around and have
a sense of achievement that I completed a major task.
What Finley brand(s) do you like to enjoy in your free time? 805
from Firestone Walker and San Tan Hop Shock IPA, but really any IPA.
What do you love best about Tucson? The weather. I would say my
favorite months are February and March. Anytime the temperature drops
below 60 degrees. And of course, Arizona Wildcat Basketball.
Tell us a little about your family. I was raised as an only child, with
hippie/laid-back parents, and I was really close to my dad. Now, I live
happily with my wonderful girlfriend, Brieanna, and chunky dog, Ginger.
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CoverSTORY
Moderation – It’s Not Just for January Anymore
For Many Consumers, Holiday 2022 is All About Indulging “Mindfully.”

T

he holidays are the most wonderful time of the year, and they should also
be the most profitable. But as consumers change, so do their celebrations.
More people are choosing to socialize without alcohol, or to extend a
drinking occasion by switching to high-quality, non-alcoholic beverages that
have grown-up appeal. By offering your guests a “mindful” selection of the
best non-alcoholic beverages – along with traditional libations – you will
discover that less alcohol doesn’t have to mean less profit. Hallelujah!
NA for All
“NAs used to be something you had to offer to promote responsibility,” says
Jack Fritz, Vice President of Operations for Finley Distributing. “Dry January,
a responsible option during the holidays – those are the times we paid any
attention to NAs. And, even then, your options were Kaliber or Buckler
– and that was it.” Executive Vice President Lisa Zashin agrees: “We have
come really far when it comes to non-alcoholic options – and I think the
health & wellness trend has a lot to do with that.” Sloane Teasley, General
Sales Manager, pinpoints a big shift with the launch of Heineken 0.0:
“That really kicked things off and changed the game. Now the category is
more relevant, with a lot more options for consumers to choose from.”
It’s totally ironic. The biggest news in beverage alcohol, a category with
growth that is considered stagnant, is about the success of non-alcoholic
beverages. Some call it a cultural shift. Others say it’s a “buzzless boom.”
Whatever it is, the numbers are impressive. NielsenIQ just reported that
since 2019, the sales of non-alc beer, wine and spirits doubled. Offpremise sales of non-alcoholic beers are projected to hit $361 million
this year, per Beverage Marketing Corp. Add in sales made at bars,
restaurants and online, the total number of sales is likely closer to $500
million. And a spokesperson for NielsenIQ commented that the category is
growing “despite slowing alcohol trends.” Powerhouses like Heineken,
Sam Adams and Lagunitas are among the top five best-selling
brands in the non-alc space according to data published in September
by Craft Business Daily, alongside trailblazing breweries like Athletic
Brewing, which only produces non-alcoholic beer. Sam Adams Just the
Haze recently won Gold at the 2022 Great American Beer Festival
while Athletic Brewing took Silver in the non-alcohol beer category!
Sam Adams Just the Haze
Wins Gold at the GABF
Brewing a NA IPA that delivers
the aroma, flavor and mouthfeel
of this popular style is no easy
feat. But the talented brewers
at Sam Adams nailed the liquid,
proving that alcohol-free doesn’t
have to be pleasure-free. Who
knew you could have your IPA
and drink it, too!
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Lagunitas Hoppy Refresher, the first hop water available nationally,
is now in cans.

There’s even an entirely new segment of NA
beverage that’s been gaining steam in the
last few years: hop waters. Lagunitas Hoppy
Refresher was the pioneer in the space
(and remains the top player with the best
name recognition), taking inspiration from
non-alcoholic seltzer and craft beer to provide
consumers with refreshing NA options.
Experts suggest that the non-alc category
could grow to a double-digit share of
beer over time, mostly via incremental
sales. That’s because most people who
purchase NAs continue to consume
beer. These “cross-buying shoppers”
tend to spend more than consumers
who only buy alcoholic beverages.
They simply enjoy NAs during different
occasions. For example, your customers
might enjoy a non-alcoholic Heineken 0.0
over lunch at the office or reach for a can
of Lagunitas Hoppy Refresher instead of
a morning tea or coffee.
This new approach to alcohol consumption
is at the heart of a new ad campaign
from Athletic Brewing. Featuring celebrity
endorsers like Arizona Cardinals’ JJ Watt,
the campaign focuses on the tagline that
Athletic beers are “fit for all times”. “It’s a
beer you can have at 10 in the morning – a
coffee porter if you really wanted to – and it
won’t hold you back,” explains Chris Furnari,
Athletic’s communications manager.
Health and wellness, a consumer trend
that continues to gain steam with no signs
of slowing, may also play a part in the
rise of NAs. The increased popularity and
interest in non-alcoholic beers proves that
consumers are being more conscious of
what they consume, and deliberate in their
indulgences. Duane Stanford, editor and

CoverSTORY
Athletic Brewing –
“Fit for All Times”

A non-alc take on a classic, like Guinness 0 Non Alcoholic Draught,
means your customers can enjoy the taste of their favorite beer no
matter the occasion.

publisher of Beverage Digest, argues this is
creating an opportunity for beverage brands to
establish “a new usage occasion that is about
fun without the hangover. It’s about fitting
in and socializing without having to always
sacrifice health or performance.”
Case in point, consumers also use non-alcs
to extend the drinking occasion. Moderation –
mindful consumption – is often the objective
for these consumers. “The vast majority of
consumers are picking nights of the week
where they’re not drinking, or they’re pacing
when they are choosing to consume alcohol by
swapping in alcoholic drinks for non-alcoholic
drinks throughout the night. That’s really kind of
the trend that we see ... more moderation than
anything else,” according to Athletic’s Furnari.
By mixing in a few NAs, they are less likely to
overindulge. Picture a sports fan pulling an
Athletic Run Wild IPA from the cooler instead
of another New Belgium VooDoo Ranger, or
a co-worker sipping on a Lagunitas IPNA after
enjoying a glass of Dragoon IPA at the annual
holiday party. And for customers who prefer to
“moderate” with a darker brew, well, there’s a
Guinness for that! Guinness 0 Non Alcoholic
Draught delivers the dark, ruby-red color and
creamy head of regular Guinness Draught.
This amazing non-alcoholic stout has all those
chocolate, coffee and bittersweet roasted
flavors Guinness is so famous for.
Holiday celebrations by definition are a time
to indulge, but there is no denying that we
have entered an era when revelers, especially
younger LDA consumers and those between
the ages of 45 and 54, want non-alc
options, giving them the freedom to celebrate
mindfully and moderately on their own terms.
That’s why this season, it pays (literally) to
have NAs in the cooler, on the shelf and
behind the bar.

Founded in 2017 and launched with just 2 beers,
Athletic Brewing built and established the first
brewing facility dedicated to non-alcoholic beer in
Connecticut in May 2018. In 2020 they added a
second brewing facility in San Diego. Earlier this year
they opened a 150,000-square-foot facility capable
of producing and storing thousands of barrels at a
time. They were ranked the second-fastest growing
food and beverage company (and 26th overall) in the
U.S. in 2022 by Inc., as well as one of the 100 most
influential companies of 2022 by Time magazine.
Here are some reasons why:

Run Wild IPA
Run Wild is the ultimate sessionable
IPA for craft beer lovers. Brewed with a
blend of five Northwest hops, it has an
approachable bitterness to balance the
specialty malt body. Always refreshing and
only 65 calories.

Upside Dawn Golden
Refreshing, clean, balanced, light-bodied.
Aromas subtle with floral and earthy notes.
Brewed with premium Vienna Malt along
with combo of English and traditional
American hops.

Free Wave Hazy IPA
This mouth-watering IPA is loaded with
Amarillo, Citra, and Mosaic hops.

Cerveza Atletica
Light Copper
A refreshing Mexican-inspired Light Copper
made with a unique blend of Premium
Vienna and Munich malts balanced with
light spicy and floral notes from the noble
hop, German Hersbrucker, with a dry finish.
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Feature
Molson Coors to Invest in National Super Bowl Ad Space for
First Time in Over 30 Years
After three decades on the sidelines, Molson Coors is getting back
in the game.

“S

ince 1989, there’s only been one official beer permitted to advertise
during the Super Bowl, and honestly, that’s no fun,” says Michelle St.
Jacques, Molson Coors Chief Marketing Officer. “After almost 40 years
away, you can bet our brands are going to bring it this year. Game on.”
It’s long been said that half of the viewers who tune in to the Super Bowl do
so for the advertisements. Last year’s viewership clocked in at 112.3 million,
a 7% increase from the year before. That’s a lot of eyeballs, and a huge
incentive for any advertiser who can invest in this costly ad space. Reports
last year had a 30-second ad spot costing upwards of $6.5 million.
Fans who’ve tuned in to the Super Bowl over the last three decades
had to have noticed that the beer commercials were nothing more than
Clydesdales and light beer bros. That’s because for the last 33 years
Anheuser-Busch InBev had exclusive beer advertising rights, effectively
locking out other brewers from the broadcast.
With that deal lapsing this year, Super Bowl LVII’s commercial breaks
will look quite different, as Molson Coors Beverage Co. recently
announced plans to invest in official in-game advertising space
for the big game. “When we learned that the playing field had changed
for 2023, we didn’t hesitate before saying, ‘it’s go time,’” says Molson
Coors’ Thomas Henehan.
The announcement of Molson Coors becoming the first major brewer
to invest in Super Bowl LVII advertising comes on the heels of their
strongest advertising performance in recent memory. In 2022, Coors
Light is on track to book their strongest performance in years,
and big bet Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is looking to take over the
number three spot in the seltzer segment less than one year after
going national. Q2 results showed the company’s first increase in
U.S. dollar share in more than a decade, and a global net sales
increase of 2.2% in constant currency.
Though they’ve been boxed out of the Super Bowl since 1989, Molson
Coors has had many successful ad campaigns with a number of NFL
teams, as well as players, past and present. Last year’s buzzy “Big
Game Commercial of Your Dreams” (which guided drinkers’ dreams
using subconscious prompts) and their recent viral spot featuring Kansas

Draught sales during last year’s Super Bowl were up 41% – further solidifying it as one of the biggest
on-premise events of the year.
4
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“When we learned that the playing field had changed for 2023,
we didn’t hesitate before saying, ‘it’s go time,’” says Molson Coors’
Thomas Henehan.

City Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes
promoting “The Coors Light” – substituting
a beer for a flashlight – were simply genius.
(And it skirted a rule prohibiting athletes from
advertising anything that contains alcohol.)
These and other innovative campaigns –
like the highly successful Made to Chill
program – have earned the Molson Coors’
marketing team honors from some of
the advertising industry’s most esteemed
awards committees. At this year’s
Effie Awards, which honor advertising
campaigns that positively impact overall
sales, Molson Coors was awarded Gold
in the Renaissance category, thanks
to their strongest category share
performance in half a decade.
“We’ve had a lot of fun working around
the obstacles of the past 30 years,” says
Henehan. The company’s previous ad
campaigns that hit the airwaves, just not
during the Super Bowl, featured the firstever “Metaverse bar” and a one-second ad
on local stations in 2007 that poked fun
at AB InBev’s exclusive rights. Henehan
added, “We’re always up for a creative
challenge, but we’re also glad to be back
on the main stage for 2023.”
The chance to step back onto the biggest
stage in advertising couldn’t have come at
better time for Molson Coors. “Momentum
behind our biggest brands – and our
newest big bets – is stronger than it’s
been in years,” says Molson Coors Chief
Marketing Officer Michelle St. Jacques.

Feature
Coors Light Hall of Fame Ads
As we eagerly anticipate a robust campaign leading
to their first Super Bowl advertising in over 30 years,
let’s look back at some of Coors Light’s recent Hall
of Fame ads.

“Made to Chill”
Molson Coors’ announcement as the first major brewer to invest in Super
Bowl LVII comes on the heels of their strongest advertising performance
in years.

“And we’re committed to investing behind
them on the largest national stage
there is.”
And so of course the $6.5 million question
remains: What can we expect to see from
Molson Coors during the February 12th
broadcast? Heady Times reached out to get a
sneak peek, but alas, Molson Coors wouldn’t
budge. “Nice try!” says Henehan. “You’re just
going to have to grab your favorite Molson
Coors product, tune in, and watch the Super
Bowl just like millions of others around the
world. We can’t wait to show you!”

“After almost 40 years away,
you can bet our brands are
going to bring it this year.
Game on.”
– Michelle St. Jacques,
Molson Coors Chief Marketing Officer

With over 110 million viewers set to tune in, Molson Coors is ready to
make a splash during this year’s big game broadcast.

Unveiled in 2019, Coors
Light’s “Made to Chill”
campaign represented
something of a reboot for
the marketing team. The
slightly edgy, subversive
narrative, with a focus
on 21- to 34-year-old
consumers has been a huge hit, and the cornerstone of
Coors Light’s modern media marketing.

“Big Game Commercial of
Your Dreams”
For their final year being
unable to advertise during
the Super Bowl, Coors
Light devised a way to get
inside consumers’ heads
before the big game.
In what they dubbed
“potentially the largest
sleep study ever,” drinkers
were encouraged to watch a visual stimulus video before
falling asleep that would potentially result in Coors Light
ads being part of their dreams. Talk about thinking outside
the box!

“The Coors Light”
Teaming up with star
quarterback Patrick
Mahomes, this viral
campaign also cleverly
skirted advertising
obstacles. According to
NFL league rules, players
can’t directly endorse
alcoholic beverages. The
solution? Coors Light
recruited Mahomes to
endorse not Coors Light the beer, but “The Coors Light” –
a flashlight that feels as cold as the Rocky Mountains. All
proceeds from the $15 flashlights, which sold out within
four hours of release, benefited Mahomes’ foundation for
improving the lives of children.
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.44
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Spotlight OnIMPERIALS
Go Big or Go Home
Once again, “Imperials” have found their way back into
the spotlight. In fact, this style, which includes double
and triple IPAs, has gained 5% of the market vs. four
years ago. Leading the way are award-winning beers like
New Belgium’s VooDoo Ranger Imperial IPA, Lagunitas
Maximus & Dogfish Head 90 Minute, but there are
even more Imperial-style sippers for you to discover.
Maybe bigger really is better!

I

n a world where low-calorie non-alcs and hard seltzers are trending,
it’s hard to believe that the other end of the spectrum is growing
too. Hefty brews with high ABVs like New Belgium’s VooDoo
Ranger Imperial IPA, Lagunitas Maximus and Dogfish Head 90
Minute are surging in popularity.
It’s Time for High Octane
There are a couple of theories as to why big beers are making a
comeback. The first is that millennial craft buyers are “looking for
high octane, value and more bang for their buck,” as reported by
Craft Business Daily in August. That means not only Imperial styles, but
also single-serves – 19.2 oz. cans are up 50% YTD in dollars as of
press time, driven by the millennial c-store shopper.
Beers like New Belgium VooDoo Ranger Imperial IPA and Juice Force
over-index with millennial craft buyers, who either came of age during
the tail end of the craft boom or were raised by craft drinkers. They’re
a valuable audience to have the attention of as they tend to purchase
more often and spend more money than the average millennial craft
buyer. And other breweries are beginning to release their own highoctane offerings – like Oskar Blues’ new Double Dale’s, and Double
Nix from Huss Brewing – hoping to capture the attention of this
younger generation.
“As drinkers shop the increasingly crowded alcohol space, they’re looking
for offerings that deliver on flavor, ingredients and ABV to provide more
value,” said Kelli McCusker, Head of Marketing for Angry Orchard.

Imperial IPAs like VooDoo Ranger’s Imperial IPA satisfies
consumers’ quest for a stronger version of the American IPA, with
even more hoppy flavor, aroma and bitterness.

“Combining Angry Orchard’s equity in real
fruit with a higher ABV in our new Hardcore
Dark Cherry Apple wins that shopper
equation – while giving drinkers a new way
to transport them to their ‘happy place’ that
much faster.”
Another theory is that customers are
taking a high and low approach to
moderation instead of the usual straight
down the middle, enjoying low-to-no
ABV beers in tandem with big, juicy
DIPAs like Firestone Walker’s Double
Mind Haze. In response to customer
preference, high-octane beers are getting
more intense, and low-intensity beers are
dropping down to non-alcs, which leaves a
bit of a blank space in what’s traditionally
the industry’s sweet spot, 4-6% beers. But
if that’s still the range your customers are
looking for, don’t worry. Danelle Kosmal of
the Beer Institute says this is likely just a
trend that will even out in time.
“The trends of no alcohol and high-end
ABV, there are ebbs and flows to that,” she
says. “If we look over the past two decades
across the total beer category, the average
ABV doesn’t deviate a lot from 4.5 percent.”

Jolly Holidays

Lagunitas Maximus Colossal IPA is one of the best-known Imperial IPAs. This IPA and all the other fine beers
from Lagunitas now sport a new look that when seen on the shelf at retail will have a billboard-like appearance
while calling out the individual product’s name and ABV in a big way.
6
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While hop-seekers will happily enjoy an
Imperial IPA all year-round, a magical time
of year is approaching – Imperial stout
season. We tend to see more beers like
Huss Brewing’s Brown Cow Imperial
Chocolate Stout or Bell’s Cherry Stout
appear on shelves as the weather gets
colder and the holiday season approaches.

Spotlight OnIMPERIALS
Big Things
Come in BIG Packages
If your customers are chasing the “highoctane” trend, these are the beers
for them – not only are they high ABV
Imperials & DIPAs, they’re also available
in 19.2 oz. cans, perfect for the cold box.

The first nationally distributed Imperial hard cider, Angry Orchard
Hardcore, features bittersweet apples blended with dark cherries for an
8% ABV hard cider that’s robust yet smooth.

That’s because Imperials of any kind are
perfect to pair with the richer meals we
consume around the holidays. Plus, there’s
something about the dark, roasty malt of a
rich Imperial stout that makes sitting around
the fire that much cozier. They also make
great gifts, whether your customers are
buying for a beer geek relative or bringing a
nice bottle to a holiday party for a host gift.
As customers are looking to splurge on
friends, family and maybe even themselves
this holiday season, help them get the most
out of their celebrations with a BIG selection
of Imperial beers.

VooDoo Ranger
Juice Force
Juice Force is a fruit forward, highly drinkable,
9.5% ABV blast. Buckle up, with this hazy IPA
you’ll be buzzing the tower in no time.

Lagunitas Maximus
Now with a totally fresh package revamp,
Maximus Colossal IPA is an updated
West Coast double IPA that will blow the
minds (and tastebuds) of the modern
DIPA connoisseur.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?
“Imperial” is a hefty title, and you
may be wondering how these big
brews earn it. It’s actually easy – if
the brewery decides it’s an Imperial,
it is! The term comes from the stouts
brewed for the Russian Imperial
Court, but over time, Imperial has
become shorthand for “bigger and
better.” Imperial IPAs are also called
double IPAs or DIPAs, but whatever
you call them, these heavy-hitting
IPAs have been leading growth in
craft in 2022, with dollar sales
+6.7% YTD as of July 2nd.
And the Imperial tag isn’t just for
stouts and IPAs anymore – breweries
have crafted Imperial porters,
Imperial sours, Imperial goses and
more – Angry Orchard even recently
introduced Hardcore Dark Cherry
Apple, an Imperial hard cider. So as
long as the brew is BIG, it can wear
the Imperial label with pride.

Firestone Walker
Mind Haze Double IPA
Drinkers can enjoy Firestone Walker’s juiciest,
fruitiest and haziest IPA ever in a 19.2 oz.
can, brewed and packaged for the maximum
tropical hop flavor.

Oskar Blues Double Dale’s
Double Dale’s Imperial IPA picks up the torch,
the welder and the hacksaw to turn the
industry upside down again, doubling down
on hops with a newly formulated, massive IPA
worthy of the legendary original craft beer in
a can.

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.44
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Tony Amaral, Senior Vice President & Head of Sales for
Lagunitas Brewing Co.
In 1987, a college student named Tony Amaral needed a job that would allow him to attend school as well
as pursue his dream of becoming a professional baseball player, so a local, family-owned beer distributor
hired him to work in breakage and load trucks. The baseball career didn’t pan out, but Amaral spent the next
30 years learning everything he could about selling beer. When the family sold the business, he looked for a
position with a brewery he admired – Lagunitas.
Heady Times (HT): Lagunitas went “all
in” with IPAs and they’ve been very
successful. What was that discussion like?
Tony Amaral (TA): We think IPAs are going
to be a 10 share of all beer sold by 2025.
The style is still on fire. They are now just
under 50% of all craft sold, according to
Nielsen. That’s why we brew an IPA to
satisfy the palate of every beer drinker. IPAs
are our big bet, so we retooled the brewery
(a hefty financial commitment) to have all
the IPA brewing capacity we needed.
HT: Lagunitas products now have a new
look. Why the change?

Tony Amaral of Lagunitas is calling his shot: the IPA category is on track to be a 10 share of beer by 2025 – and
Lagunitas will be ready for that day.

A

s it turned out, the feeling was mutual. Lagunitas, the OG brewery that
practically defined the American IPA, recognized Amaral’s talent. The
Pride of Petaluma, California wanted this guy on their team.

Amaral played a vital role in determining the direction a “reimagined”
Lagunitas would take in the years to come. The work was intense, but it
was a challenge Amaral and his colleagues gladly accepted. The results
speak for themselves, but Heady Times wanted the details. Here’s what
he had to say.
8
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TA: After surveying consumers, we learned
that “Lagunitas” has high brand awareness
and is most associated with “quality and
taste.” And we found out that the dog
featured on our packaging still intrigues
consumers, but they think it looks a bit
too sad. As we imagined what our next 30
years would be like, these were the kinds
of things we knew we had to address.
Consumers also told us that they didn’t like
the way our products looked all together on
the shelf. Soon at retail you’ll see a happier
dog and brands that look like they belong
together. Shoppers were put off by our
high-quality products looking like a “garage
sale on a shelf!” Not anymore. Everything
really was reimagined and we’re super
proud of the results. What you see wasn’t
done by an agency. The Lagunitas in-house
marketing team did everything.
HT: There’s no doubt that Lagunitas is
an IPA powerhouse, which explains why
Island Beats (your new tropical-flavored
IPA), is doing so well. Why also include
beverages like Disorderly TeaHouse in
your portfolio?
TA: Island Beats really is selling well where
it’s offered. At 20 IBUs and only 5% alcohol,
it’s for those who want a less bitter/more
fruit-forward craft option. The mango, guava
and passion fruit flavors come from hops,

BrewerHIGHLIGHT
nothing else. That speaks to the Lagunitas
commitment to make an IPA for everyone. But
we still encourage our brewers to be creative
and develop things like Disorderly TeaHouse.
As we thought about the seltzer boom, we
realized there are occasions when people
want other kinds of refreshment. Beverages
with a lower ABV, fewer calories, but with full
flavor. Disorderly TeaHouse fits that bill. It’s a
brewed, sparkling hard tea made by Lagunitas’
master brewers. We use premium fresh
guayusa [gwai-YOO-suh] tea leaves, sourced
from indigenous Ecuadorian farmers that
are 100% natural, 100% hand-selected and
100% hand-harvested.
HT: Beer Business Daily recently reported
that both of your non-alc offerings, Hoppy
Refresher and IPNA, are growing in the
high teens this year. Tell us more about
your success in the NA category.
TA: Harry at BBD was right; it’s been another
crazy year of growth for Lagunitas. Our IPNA
sales have grown by 25% in year two of its
launch. It sells well where craft sells well.
Hoppy Refresher doubled its business in
2020 and 2021. It’s up 47% YTD all with one
little 4-pack of bottles. At retail, we request
that it be sold with beer, sparkling water and
mixers. It sells well in all three locations.
We know that consumers really grab Hoppy
Refresher whenever it’s featured in a display,
so stack it high and watch it fly!
Hoppy Refresher 6-pack cans (replacing
bottles) will be available soon, followed by a
12-pack that will include the original and two
new flavors: Blood Orange and Berry-Lemon.
In the spring of 2023, we’ll be releasing 16 oz.
cans of all three flavors. Nielsen has taken
notice by creating a “Hoppy Water” category
with lots of new entries coming soon.
HT: What else can retailers get excited
about in the second half of 2022 and
into 2023?
TA: In 2022 we came to our senses and
gave our large format retailers a package to
win with – the 12-pack IPA variety pack. It
supports the Lagunitas master brand well.
We will also have a new 19.2 oz. can offering
as well. Because the San Francisco Bay
Area is where Mai Tais became popular, our
brewers went crazy developing a cocktailinspired, 10% ABV hazy IPA they named Tiki
Fusion Zombie. It will be out in February.

Lagunitas’ Lineup has an
IPA For Everyone
With a year-round lineup that features an
array of IPAs for each and every drinker,
Lagunitas has the IPA market cornered.

The Standard Bearer:
Lagunitas IPA
Lagunitas’ flagship IPA is craft beer’s go-to
India Pale Ale. For the straight shooter who
loves a consistent, well-rounded beer.

The Hazy:
Hazy Wonder
The hazy phenomenon is still going strong,
and this slightly bitter, densely hazy beer
keeps you coming back for more.

The Colossal IPA:
Maximus
For those looking for an extra ABV kick,
Maximus Double IPA’s 9% ABV will get you
where you need to go.

The Crushable IPA:
DayTime
At only 98 calories, 4% ABV and 3 carbs,
DayTime is the perfect beer when there’s
still work to do... or work to avoid.

Pure NA Satisfaction: IPNA
This non-alcoholic IPA is a brewer-led labor of
love, utilizing all of Lagunitas’ IPA know-how
without the ABV.

LagunitasBrewingCo

@lagunitasbeer

@lagunitasbeer
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Why You ShouldBE SELLING…
Cayman Jack
Forget the cocktail shaker – America’s #1 ready-todrink margarita delivers flavorful refreshment, no
bartender required.

M

any consumers yearn for that special cocktail experience
without the fuss of a fully stocked bar. Their dreams have
finally come true. A steady stream of new, innovative,
ready-to-drink cocktails, all available in the convenience and
portability of a can, have hit the market. And leading the
pack of RTD cocktails is none other than Mark Anthony’s
Cayman Jack.
Just in the last year, Cayman Jack has enjoyed phenomenal
growth. Now a $150 million brand, its sales were just
under $100 million this time last year. (In our market, the
brand is up 73% YTD!) Thanks to quality ingredients and
authentic flavors, Cayman Jack boasts a 50% national
growth rate, making it one of the fastest-growing brands
within the FMB space.
But how did Cayman Jack become a leader in this
crowded category? John Shea, Chief Marketing Officer for
Cayman Jack explains, “Providing high-quality, premium
and delicious margarita flavors to consumers is
our top priority and is the driving force behind the
unprecedented growth.” Malt-based Cayman Jack sets
itself apart from the competition by delivering a smooth,
well-balanced, ready-to-drink cocktail that tastes like it
was hand-crafted right in front of you. Made with 100%
blue agave nectar and lime juice, and weighing in at 5.8%
ABV, Cayman Jack makes it easy to discover something
unexpectedly great.

The top two RTD margarita SKUs are made by Cayman Jack.

The unmatched taste of the original Cayman Jack
Margarita has consumers coming back for more, and
the numbers prove it. Cayman Jack boasts the top two
margarita RTD SKUs within the entire FMB category,
no matter the alcohol base – Cayman Jack Margarita
6-packs are no. 1, Margarita 12-packs are no. 2 and
Margarita variety packs are now no. 4.
And Cayman Jack has moved beyond margaritas. The
brand also offers other delicious cocktails like Cuban
Mojito, Moscow Mule and Paloma in a variety pack.
Cayman Jack is a proven leader amongst countless readyto-drink options.

Authentic Cocktail Taste from Cayman Jack

Margarita

Original Variety Pack

Margarita Variety Pack

Explore the ideal mingling of tart lime with sweet
agave nectar flavors with this signature drink that
started the Cayman Jack flavor journey. Featuring a
crisp and clean finish, Cayman Jack Margarita tastes
like it was hand-crafted, making it the perfect pairing
for every adventure.

This formidable lineup of thirst-quenching beverages
invites you to stay and sip a while. The variety
includes: Margarita, Cuban Mojito, Moscow
Mule and Paloma.

Get a refreshed spin on your favorite margarita
flavors with this expertly curated assortment of
RTD Margaritas including: Margarita, Mango
Margarita, Watermelon Margarita and
Strawberry Margarita.
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HopART
Anchor Christmas Ale
This tasty tradition honors the past in exciting new ways,
year after year.
’Twas the fortnight before Christmas in Fritz Maytag’s house…

J

ust like the renowned poem, there are things we look forward to each
year as the holidays roll around. For beer aficionados, it’s the annual
release of a new Anchor Christmas Ale with its ever-changing label.
Since 1975, Anchor Brewing has created a new brew (the recipe is always
a guarded secret) with a unique hand-drawn label. Only available from early
November to mid-January, the first Anchor Christmas Ale marked the revived
tradition that had fallen by the wayside.
“As far as I could discover, it was the only real Christmas brew in the
world at that time,” recalls Fritz Maytag, Owner and President of Anchor
Brewing from 1965 to 2010. “The tradition had disappeared, I think,
even in Scandinavia, where it had lingered. We bottled it just nine days
before Christmas in 1975. It was like a holiday surprise for beer lovers.”
Because this new beer was so well received, Maytag decided he would
brew a new recipe and debut a new tree on the label each year.
“The intent with which we offer it,” as it states on the label, “remains
the same: joy and celebration of the newness of life. Since ancient
times, trees have symbolized the winter solstice, when the earth, with its
seasons, appears born anew.”
The man behind the artwork is James Stitt, the
illustrator who has crafted Anchor’s unique labels for
over 40 years. Maytag originally planned to commission
a new artist every year, but he was so impressed with
Stitt’s work that the two men have designed every
Christmas Ale label (except one) since 1975. Each
year, Maytag selected a different tree with a California
connection – varieties found everywhere from his
ranch in Napa Valley to Golden Gate Park. Although
Maytag sold the brewery in 2010, Stitt continues
to work with a team from Anchor to design a new
Christmas Ale label every year.
The tree selected for this year’s label is the
Blue Gum, formally known as Eucalyptus
Globulus. Mary Ellen Pleasant, the mother of
Civil Rights in California, planted Blue Gum
trees in front of her San Francisco home in the
1800s. Though the home is long gone, these
towering landmark trees remain a living tribute.
This year, Anchor Christmas Ale is a 7.2%
ABV spiced red rye ale described as elegant,
with notes of orange, honeysuckle, toasted
malts, fine rye bread and botanicals, so the
stately Blue Gum Tree, as drawn by Stitt, is a
fitting choice.
Found throughout the San Francisco Bay area, the Blue Gum Tree is
depicted on the 2022 Christmas Ale label.

Since 1975, every label that’s graced Anchor Christmas Ale was
created by illustrator James Stitt. This 94-year-old artist still
collaborates with Anchor Brewmasters to design a label with an
appropriate tree.
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NewTO FINLEY

NewPRODUCTS

Olipop

Fresca Mixed

NonAlcoholic!

Discover a new kind of
soda with Olipop.

Olipop is a lot of
things (a sparkling tonic,
a soda replacement, an
Instagrammable beverage), but
at the end of the day it’s plain and simple: good-foryou soda that tastes good too. These sparkling tonics
support digestive health and come in multiple delicious,
soda-style flavors. Each 12 oz. can has 9g of dietary
fiber, 2.5g of sugar and 45 calories or less. Olipop
combines prebiotics, fiber, and botanical extracts from
eight different plant-based ingredients to support your
gut health and your cravings, all in one.
Olipop is available in Classic Grape, Classic Root
Beer, Doctor Goodwin, Orange Squeeze, Strawberry
Vanilla, Tropical Punch and Vintage Cola.

NewPRODUCTS
JuneShine Spirits
Introducing the betterfor-you, high ABV canned
cocktail. At 8-10% ABV,
JuneShine’s canned
cocktails sit above most
spirit-based seltzers. But,
unlike most high ABV
canned cocktails that
are loaded with sugar,
JuneShine Spirits have
no added sugar. Real,
premium, award-winning
spirits. Real organic juice. Gluten-free. JuneShine Spirits
are available in 4-packs of 4 different classic cocktails
with a modern twist: Passion Fruit Vodka Soda,
Tequila Margarita, Tequila Ranch Water and Vodka
Mule. Availability: Now! Year‑round

Seagram’s Escapes Spiked
Passionfruit Lime & Salt
A new, bold take on traditional flavor profiles,
Seagram’s Escapes Spiked Passionfruit
Lime & Salt satisfies the consumer desire
for flavor exploration. Inspired by popular
tequila drinks, this new flavor brings tropical,
citrus blends with a unique hint of spice
to kick consumer tastebuds into high gear.
ABV: 8.0% Package: 23.5 oz. cans only
Availability: Now! Year‑round
12 HeadyTimes v.44 www.finleybeer.com

Remix your refreshment with Fresca Mixed
– everything you love about the citrus taste
of Fresca, now paired with real spirits in a
ready-to-drink premium canned cocktail.
Inspired by the legendary mixability of
Fresca, Fresca Mixed is a light sparkling
canned cocktail, ready to drink straight from
the can or served on ice in your favorite glass. Fresca
Mixed comes in Vodka Spritz and Tequila Paloma. Both
are just 100 calories and 5% ABV with no added sugar.

NewPACKAGES
Lagunitas Rebrand
“We know we have a strong brand,” says Josh Peacock,
Market Manager for Lagunitas Brewing Co. “Lagunitas has
high brand awareness among craft brands (68%), and in
the trade we’re associated with high-quality ingredients,
great taste and consistent quality. However, we did
have some key issues to address pertaining to loss in
velocity for IPA (our flagship brand), including inconsistent
branding, visibility and uniformity on the shelf.” To address
those issues and unify the brand, Lagunitas is undergoing
its first complete refresh in the brand’s history! The
redesign will bring more of a billboard effect to retail
shelves, increase brand awareness & association across
its portfolio and improve consumer purchase intent across
key brands. The new packaging includes bright colors and
clear messaging with ABV and flavor profile called out on
every package. They also kept their famous dog mascot
on the packaging, but made him appear happier and even
more prominent after polls showed that consumers loved
the dog, but thought he looked sad. Peacock stated, “We
went through a few different versions, tested them with
control groups and landed on the perfect design ideas.”

NewPACKAGES

NewPACKAGES

Guinness Gives Back America
Limited-Edition Cans

good2grow New Characters

For a limited time this holiday
season, Guinness will donate
$1 for every Guinness Gives
Back 14.9 oz. can 8-pack sold,
up to $1,000,000, to local and
national charitable organizations
across America. Arizona’s localized
pack benefits Team Tillman/Pat Tillman
Foundation. Availability: Late October

Woodchuck Variety Pack

NEW
The Woodchuck Variety Pack
MIX!
has a new mix! Included in
this variety pack of cans are
four cider styles sure to please any
crowd: Amber, Guava Nother, Sangria
and Pearsecco. Availability: Now!

*Note from Vermont Hard Cider Co.: All
Woodchuck 6-pack cans have transitioned from Pack
Tech carriers (plastic rings) to Wrap Pack Boxes, which is
much better for the environment!

Truly Hard Seltzer Product Refresh
Truly is now made with real fruit juice!
Truly drinkers were looking for a more
sessionable seltzer, and Truly delivered!
In addition to the liquid change, this
refresh includes five new flavors and
optimized packaging – plus, all Truly
products now have a 6-month shelf life.
Availability: Now!
• In the Truly Berry Variety 12-pack,
Blueberry and Strawberry Lime
have replaced Blueberry Acai and
Raspberry Lime
• In the Truly Tropical Variety 12-pack,
Watermelon Breeze has replaced
Watermelon Kiwi
• In the Truly Tea Variety 12-pack, Half
& Half has replaced Raspberry Tea
• In the Truly Lemonade Variety
12-pack, Pineapple Lemonade has
replaced Mango Lemonade
• In the Truly Original Variety 24
& 30-packs, Watermelon Breeze
and Strawberry Lime have replaced
Watermelon Kiwi, Pineapple and
Black Cherry.

Drive your N/A sales this holiday season
with good2grow! They continue to
release the most requested and
exciting new characters for fans
and consumers. New characters
debuting in October 2022 on
their line of 6 oz. juices will
be characters from Coco
Melon and YouTube Kids
sensation Blippi.

NonAlcoholic!

The PODZ line features
new dinosaur characters
and unique good2grow
designs on classic Marvel
characters. Only available
during the holiday season
on PODZ, Santa will be
making an appearance
which is sure to be a hot
item this year!

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all we can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Leinenkugel’s Toasted Bock
A toasty, wintery take on a traditional German
bock beer, Leinenkugel’s Toasted Bock is
back for the season. Try this unique blend
of German and American ingredients for a
smooth finish that’ll leave you feeling cozy.
ABV: 5.1% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and
12 oz. cans Availability: November
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Samuel Adams
Winter Lager
For cooler nights, lean on Winter Lager,
a crisp bock with citrus and spices. The
clementine orange aroma is especially
refreshing during holiday meals and
celebrations. ABV: 5.6% Packages: 12 oz. bottles and
draft Availability: October

Samuel Adams
Beers for Cheers
Bottle Variety Pack
Sam Adams’ winter variety
pack includes: Boston Lager,
Winter Lager, Holiday
White Ale, Old Fezziwig, Black Lager and Cold IPA.
Availability: November

Truly Holiday Party Pack
Truly’s new 2/12 slim
can Holiday Party
Pack includes four
exciting flavors,
perfect for any holiday
gathering: Cran Orange
Sparkler, Holiday Sangria
Style, Pear Martini Style and Berry Bramble Style.
Availability: November

NEW!

Left Hand
French Toast Milk Stout
Turn off your alarm, sleep in
and keep those pjs on. This is
Saturday morning in a glass.
Left Hand’s classic Milk Stout
recipe, with aromas of milk
chocolate and vanilla cream,
beautifully blends with notes of
maple syrup, griddled toast & a hint of
baking spice. French Toast Milk Stout
brings brunch vibes to any time of day.
ABV: 6.0% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: November
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Guinness Old Fashioned
Inspired Ale
260 years of Irish
brewing experience
meets American beer
creativity in this new
seasonal brew. When
you hear “old fashioned,”
certain flavors come to mind
– warming vanilla oak, sweet
cherry and bright orange.
This cocktail-inspired ale is
aged in Kentucky bourbon barrels and then finished with
orange and cherry. ABV: 10.8% Package: 11.2 oz.
bottles only Availability: October

NEW!

Smirnoff Ice Red, White + Merry
Holiday Punch
This holiday punch is full of festive flavors
wrapped in red & gold packaging
that stands out from the
rest and is perfect for the
holiday season. ABV: 4.5%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: October

NEW!
Smirnoff Ice Red White + Merry
Holiday Punch Variety Pack
This holiday variety pack includes four festive flavors:
Holiday Punch, Berry Punch, Citrus Punch and
Orchard Punch. Package: 12 oz. slim cans only
Availability: October

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Firestone Walker
Mocha Dolce Nitro Stout

NEW!

Welcome Mocha Dolce Nitro Stout – a
new seasonal beer from Firestone Walker,
made to warm your soul for fall and winter.
“We enhanced our classic nitro stout and
took it to the next level with the addition
of premium vanilla beans, whole-roasted
coffee beans and cacao nibs – all of
which meld perfectly with the beer’s rich,
chocolaty character,” says Brewmaster
Matt Brynildson. “The result is Mocha Dolce
Nitro Stout, a smooth, creamy beer that
tastes like your favorite latte.” ABV: 6.0%
Package: 12 oz. cans only Availability: October

Firestone Walker
Anniversary Ale XXVI
The next annual release from Firestone
Walker’s storied Anniversary Ale program
marks the 26th year since Firestone Walker’s
founding in 1996. Their most-anticipated
Vintage Series release returns with a
showstopping blend of six barrel-aged beers,
created with the help of local winemakers to
produce a masterwork of flavor. In addition
to iconic Anniversary Ale components
such as Parabola, Bravo, Helldorado and
Velvet Merkin, XXVI also incorporates
newer elements such as Whiskey Barrel
Wheat Wine and Heavy Things to attain its own distinct
character. ABV: 11.0% Package: 12 oz. bottles only
Availability: November

Firestone Walker Wookey Jack
Firestone Walker’s mythic Wookey Jack is
back for a limited time, as wild and woolly
as ever. As always, this legendary black rye
IPA offers toasty, malted rye flavors with
complex textures and a refined bittered
finish. It’s a truly different brew for dark
beer and IPA fans alike, and a three-time
gold medal winner at the Great American
Beer Festival. Gnarly on the outside yet
refined on the inside! ABV: 8.3% Packages: 12 oz.
cans and draft Availability: December

Schilling Chaider
Spiced Chaider is a collaboration with
Kinglet tea in Portland, Oregon. The
top-secret blend of organic chai spices
fermented with Schilling’s fresh-pressed
Yakima Valley apples makes for a delicious
fall treat reminiscent of vanilla, cinnamon
and clove. Chaider can be enjoyed
cold or hot, perfect for cozying up in
any weather. ABV: 6.5% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: Now!

Huss Brown Cow Imperial
Chocolate Milk Stout
A big, bold American-style Imperial
Chocolate Milk Stout brewed with
over 40 pounds of
cacao beans.
ABV: 8.0%
Packages: 12 oz.
cans and draft
Availability: October

Abita Christmas Ale
This brown ale is brewed with
multiple types of malted barley
and fermented with American
ale yeast. It is brewed with pale
malt as well as a combination
of caramel, biscuit, roasted and
chocolate malts. It is hopped and
dry-hopped with Apollo, Simcoe,
Centennial, Cascade and Amarillo
and has a nice, piney
and citrus hop flavor
and aroma. The result
is a flavorful brown
ale that is sweet and
malty with a pleasant
hop aroma. ABV: 5.8%
Package: 12 oz.
bottles only
Availability: October
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
SanTan
LumberJack Oatmeal Amber
SanTan introduces
LumberJack, an oatmeal
amber ale built for a
rich, silky mouthfeel with
notes of maple and brown
sugar that is designed for the
cooler fall months. The new brew
is the first in a series of new “Jack”
brews – with more on their way in
the spring. ABV: 6.1% Package: 12 oz. cans only
Availability: October

NEW!

SanTan Sex Panther
Double Chocolate Porter
A double chocolate porter that’s sensually
crafted with Colonial Rosewood Cocoa,
chocolate malt and lots of love. The
addition of White Wheat gives Sex Panther
a smooth, creamy head. Pairs perfectly
with smoked meats and sweet treats!
ABV: 6.9% Packages: 12 oz. cans and
draft Availability: December

Borderlands
German Chocolate Cake Porter
Borderlands Brewing’s most popular
seasonal is back and better than ever!
Infused with praline pecan cacao nibs,
sweet coconut and all the roasted malt
they could find, this decadent delicious
beer will delight pallets for decades! One
sip will transport you straight into a pastry
shop in Germany with the rich roasted
coffee flavors and sweet notes of dark
chocolate. ABV: 7.3% Packages: 16 oz. cans and draft
Availability: November

Shiner Holiday Cheer
A Shiner holiday tradition, this Old
World dunkelweizen is brewed with
Texas peaches and roasted pecans
– perfect for cracking open in front
of a crackling fire. Its unique taste
helped it become one of the bestperforming winter seasonals in the
U.S. ABV: 5.4% Package: 12 oz.
bottles only Availability: Now
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New Belgium
Oakspire Bourbon Barrel Ale
New Belgium and Four Roses, two
pioneers in their own right, have formed a
collaboration to brew a bourbon barrel ale
unlike any other. First brewed in 2018
as a special release, this latest version
includes notes of toffee, vanilla and
caramel. ABV: 9.0% Package: 12 oz.
bottles only Availability: Limited now

Bell’s Hopslam
This double IPA is made with Michigan honey
and has grapefruit, citrus, stone fruit and
floral aromas. ABV: 10.0% Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and draft Availability: November

Bell’s Christmas Ale
This Scotch Ale is full-bodied, malty
and rich but slightly sweet with notes of
caramel. ABV: 7.5% Packages: 12 oz.
bottles and draft Availability: November

Bell’s
Cherry Stout
This medium-heavy-bodied stout is
brewed with tart cherry juice and
rich, dark chocolate. ABV: 7.0%
Packages: 12 oz. bottles and draft
Availability: November

Anchor Christmas Ale
Anchor Christmas Ale is an elegant
holiday brew with notes of orange and
honeysuckle, toasted malts and fine rye
bread with well-structured botanicals. This
full-bodied holiday ale pairs perfectly with
corned beef on rye, whole grain mustard
& cornichons and German chocolate cake. This is the
brewery’s forty-eighth edition of their iconic Christmas
Ale. Made with natural flavors, this festive ale features
a new recipe and a new tree on the label every year,
but the intent with which it’s offered is the same: joy &
celebration of the newness of life. Trees symbolize the
winter solstice when the earth, with its seasons, appear
born anew. The tree on this year’s edition is a blue gum.
Mary Ellen Pleasant planted blue gum trees in front of
her San Francisco home in the 1800s. The home is long
gone, but her landmark trees remain, a living tribute
to the Mother of Civil Rights in California. ABV: 7.2%
Package: 12 oz. bottles only Availability: November

Programs

This year, Corona reminds us to relax and find the warming brightness of the holiday season. Celebrating over 30 years
on the air, the “O Tannenpalm” ad invites consumers to a familiar destination with the iconic holiday hut and festively
lit palm tree. Corona is partnering with House Plant Box to provide consumers the opportunity to receive their very own
Corona Holiday Mini-Palm to brighten up their holiday spirit. To enter, consumers will scan a QR code on themed POS
from November 3rd through December 31st.

United As Fans
The much-anticipated international soccer
tournament returns to the world stage this fall.
In a historic move, this will be the first time the
tournament has been played outside of the summer,
providing Modelo with an incremental push during the
key holiday timeframe. With United As Fans, Modelo
will give fans even more ways to put their pride on
display, uniting and rewarding them for their fandom.
Partnering with Fanatics, a global merchandise leader
in sports, consumers who purchase Modelo from
November 3rd through December 31st can receive
FanCash to help them buy their favorite team’s
merch. Consumers will enter to win by scanning the
QR code on themed POS.
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Programs

Holiday Chill will be flowing this season with Coors Light’s new AR and giveaway
program. Consumers can scan festive POS to learn new holiday “Chill-isms”
from a magical snow globe and get a chance to win a Chill kit complete with a
sweatsuit, socks, beanie and streaming gift cards. “Believe in Chill” pole toppers,
wobblers and more will unlock the AR experience, while stockings, ribbons, bells
and other Coors Light décor will add festive flare in the on-premise.

Sip In the
Holiday Spirit
with La Colombe
With strong overlap between
households that buy coffee and
spirits, La Colombe is filling both
needs with a delicious lineup
of coffee cocktails perfect for
the holidays. Case stackers,
wobblers, apex racks and other
POS will feature cocktail imagery
with a code to access the recipes
– from decadent Irish coffee and
mochas to the trendy, but classic,
espresso martini. Plus, new
branded merch like their Nike
DriFit Polo and Topo Y backpack
will have shoppers looking coffee
shop chic all season long.

Blue Moon Makes
the Holidays
One of a Kind
This holiday season, Blue
Moon is bringing shoppers a
new way to capture treasured
memories. Consumers can scan
QR codes on themed POS for
a chance to win a PaperShoot
camera – the viral photography
brand that’s making sleek, ecofriendly digital cameras all the
rage. The program will feature
Blue Moon’s first ever thematic
holiday packaging with a QR
code promotion, as well as a
whimsical lineup of supporting
tools from large, tree-shaped
pole toppers to citrus wreaths.

Start New Traditions with Topo Chico
Topo Chico Hard Seltzer is putting a fresh twist on the holiday
retail landscape. With bright, attention-grabbing case stackers,
pop-up displays and more, the spirited hard seltzer will be flying
off shelves. Plus, they’ll bring some merry into the bar with
paper lanterns, beverage wraps and everything you need to ring
in the season.
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Programs
The Champagne
of Beers Delivers
Holiday Cheers
This winter, shoppers everywhere
will be raising a Miller High Life
to occasions big and small.
Scan packs and POS to access
a Mad Lib-style Holiday Toast
Generator and get the chance
to win a celebratory High Life
via Venmo. High Life’s thematic
holiday bottle packaging will
have drinkers celebrating in style
while elegant, but playful, on
and off-premise tools will drive
engagement with the promotion.

Have an
Italian Holiday
with Peroni
The authentically Italian beer
brand is bringing a touch of
European flare to holiday
celebrations. Running from
November 2022 through
February 2023, new ribboninspired packaging and POS
will urge shoppers to scan for a
free Peroni. And with premium
pole toppers, case stackers
and more, they’re turning up
the Italian elegance from bottle
to bar.

Vibe Out for the Holidays
Holiday seltzers are in the bag – the
shopping bag, that is – with Vizzy’s festive
lineup. The bright, disco-inspired POS will
bring merry glitz and glamour to shelves
and bars. New to this year’s lineup are
a die-cut and 3D pallet divider, a sparkly
snowflake dangler, disco ball ornaments
and playful window clings.
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Programs

Heineken &
DraftKings Will
Add Excitement to
World Cup Matches
This holiday season, from
November 1st through
December 31st, Heineken is
partnering with DraftKings to
add more excitement to World
Cup matches. A free-to-play
prediction challenge timed
around the 2022 World Cup will
give consumers the potential to
win up to $25K in cash prizing
over five contests throughout the
tournament. Consumers will scan
the QR code on themed POS
to participate in the interactive
Heineken Soccer Dashboard on
the DraftKings website/app.
2022 World Cup Matches
(5 total pools):
Group stage (November 21st –
December 2nd)
Round of 16 (December 3rd – 6th)
Quarter finals (December 9th
and 10th)
Semi-finals (December 13th
and 14th)
Final (December 18th)

Vote VooDoo
Through the end of this year, fans
of New Belgium’s VooDoo Ranger
can choose the next VooDoo rotator.
QR codes on packaging and POS
give the choice between VooDoo
Vice IPA, a citrus candidate, and
Danger Beach IPA, a tropical choice.
Consumers can place votes daily!
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Mike’s HARDER StandUp Arcade Giveaway
Heineken Holiday
Adventure
From October 1st through January
1st, Heineken will own holiday
celebrations by offering consumers
a chance to win an unforgettable
flyaway vacation. Through a QR code
scan, consumers can register for a
chance to win a private jet vacation
to one of three locations (Miami,
the Hamptons or Lake Tahoe) for
themselves and three friends!
Consumers will simply scan, confirm
their birthdate (to ensure they are
over 21) and pick the adventure of
their choice! Then, fans will unwrap
the virtual gift to see if they have won
an instant prize! Happy holidays and
safe travels from Heineken!

Mike’s HARDER drinkers are 21%
more likely than beer drinkers to
try new beverages, and they love
gaming. This season, from October
1st through December 31st, Mike’s
HARDER is offering consumers the
chance to win the ultimate arcade
with 50 classic games and a built-in
refrigerator to keep their HARDER
cold. Consumers can enter to win via
QR code scan on themed POS.

The Next Song is on
White Claw
White Claw enables pure,
uncomplicated fun all year long and
they believe music is key to a good
time on-premise, so White Claw is
tying the two together this November
and December. With a simple QR
code scan, consumers can receive
free music codes to use the next time
they’re at their favorite on-premise
account enjoying a White Claw.

Programs

Last-minute holiday parties,
gifting, end of year work
deadlines – whatever it is –
SLEIGH IT with Sam Adams this
holiday season!

Left Hand Brewing
Goes All Out For Stout
Left Hand is proud to present a National Snowboard Sweepstakes
running October 1st through December 31st. As part of Left Hand’s
artist series, they’re giving away some sick, custom-designed
Meier snowboards. Four lucky Lefties will be hitting the slopes in
style this season!

Crack Open
the Festivities
with Truly
Truly will be spicing up drinkers’
holiday festivities with the 2022
Truly Holiday Party Pack and
festive POS. The Truly crew
brings something unique to
holiday celebrations.
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Programs
Diageo Beer Co. Leadership
Announcement
Diageo is delighted to
announce that Rodney
Williams will be joining
the team as the new
President of Diageo Beer
Company. Rodney hails
from Moët Hennessy,
where he spent 11
years in various senior
management roles in North America. In his
most recent role as Global (Maison) President
of Belvedere Vodka, Rodney oversaw Belvedere
becoming the first distillery to win a green
energy grant from the European Commission;
cut CO2 emissions by over 80%; won an
unprecedented fourth Vodka Distillery of the
Year award from London-based ISC; launched
the brand’s organic botanicals range and
delivered record net profit of over 160% in
2021, versus 2019. Prior to this role, Rodney
served as CMO of Moët Hennessy USA and
SVP of Hennessy. Rodney holds an MBA from
the Kellogg School at Northwestern University
and a BA from Amherst College. He is a trustee
of the James Beard Foundation, a director of
the National Review Board of Motion Pictures
and a member of the Executive Leadership
Council. From Rodney: “I have always admired
the business and it is my absolute honor to join
the team and become a caretaker of Diageo’s
storied, revered and successful portfolio of
brands.” Please join us in welcoming Rodney to
Diageo North America.

Guinness Gives Back
From a history of philanthropy springs a legacy of social change
and an investment in a shared tomorrow. Whether it’s trailblazing
sustainability initiatives, fundraising efforts, Arthur Guinness
Projects or the $1 million donated to combat COVID-19,
Guinness has been unleashing the power of people since day
one. This holiday season, Guinness is contributing $1 million
toward charitable organizations across America to help
communities who have long supported them. The donation will
be made via a corporate-advised fund administered by Fairfield
County’s Community Foundation. Visit GuinnessGivesBack.com
for a list of all participating charities and more information about
Guinness’ commitment to philanthropy.

Huss Brewing’s Arizona Ranch Water
Wins National Awards
Huss Brewing has won not just one, but TWO medals at the
national 2022 US OPEN Hard Seltzer Championship with its
Arizona Ranch Water flavors! Competing against nearly 250
hard seltzers from more than 80 different craft brewers, Arizona
Ranch Water Lime roped Silver, while Arizona Ranch Water
Tangerine brought home Bronze in the Agave category. That’s 2
out of the 3 medals awarded in the category! Congrats to Jeff,
Matty J and their amazing brewers. Launched in October 2021,
Huss’ Arizona Ranch Water is made with 100% fresh lime juice
with notes of agave to create a delightfully fizzy, dangerously
quenching beverage that’s only 95 calories and 2g carbs per
12 oz. can.
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Programs

PBR + Pizza
PBR + Pizza = the
perfect combination!
Through December,
consumers can save $10
with the purchase of a
Pabst 30-pack and ANY
pizza in the off premise.
In the on premise,
consumers can save $3
at their favorite pizza
place with the purchase
of a 16 oz. PBR draft and
a slice.

Alaskan Brewing Co. is inviting consumers
to Live Life Alaskan this holiday season.
Custom POS offers a $5 rebate off the
purchase of a 12-pack or two 6-packs of
Alaskan Beer.

Jack Daniel’s Country
Cocktails Gives Away
$2,500 in Free Groceries
OR Holiday Cash
While getting ready for holiday celebrations,
in-store POS will remind consumers to add Jack
Daniel’s Country Cocktails’ wonderful fall colors
to their cart AND reward themselves by entering
for a chance to win $2,500 in free groceries OR
$2,500 in holiday cash.
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Programs
Celebrate the
Holiday Season with
Seagram’s Escapes
Seagram’s Escapes invites
consumers to sip happiness this
holiday season with two holiday
programs. Between November 1st
and December 31st, festive POS will
invite consumers to scan a retail
code that will either save them $10
on holiday fragrance purchases, OR
have Seagram’s Escapes buy their
family photo prints.

Paulaner Christkindlmarkt
Fun holiday traditions exist around the world. Paulaner, the bier
from Munich, wants to bring two German holiday traditions to life:
Christkindlmarkt and advent calendars. Starting on November 1st
through December 26th, consumers can go to GiftofPaulaner.com and
engage with the holiday advent calendar, see what’s hidden behind
weekly prize doors and discover if they’ve won! Prizes include a trip to
Munich’s Christkindlmarkt in 2023 and other Paulaner gifts!
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The BeerGUY
The Truth about Imperial Beers
By Chuck Noll
Elsewhere in
this issue you
read about
Imperial IPAs, but
what about the
overall concept
of “Imperial”
beers? First off,
to eliminate any confusion, the
words “Imperial” and “Double” are
interchangeable when discussing
strength of beers.
First, let’s look at where the name
Imperial came from as pertaining to
the strength of a beer. There is some
historical controversy surrounding the
origin of the name, but most people
agree that the first imperial beer
was a very strong English stout that
was brewed for the Imperial Court
of Catherine the Great of Russian in
the 18th century. Hence the name
Russian Imperial Stout, and the birth
of the Imperial style.
While there is no hard and fast rule
for naming a beer as an Imperial,
you can typically expect it to be a
bigger and bolder version of the
style in question. You can expect a
higher ABV – usually in the 8-12%
range. The one thing you may NOT
find, however, is a boozy taste. Sure,
a lot of higher ABV beers come
across as boozy, or hot, but often a
well-constructed one will not. Case
in point: any of the Dogfish Head
Imperial beers (Worldwide Stout,
120 Minute IPA or 90 Minute IPA).
These beers use the full range of
ingredients at a brewer’s disposal
to create a well-balanced, flavorful
beer without being extreme in terms
of noticeable alcohol. In many
instances, these beers will also keep
a lot longer than usual, with some
of them able to be cellared for 3-5
years or longer.

While there is no hard and fast rule for
naming a beer as an Imperial, you can
typically expect it to be a bigger and
bolder version of the style in question.

The extra hops are used to help
balance out the additional grain;
otherwise, the beer would be too
sweet. Occasionally, extra brewing
or fermentation time is also needed.
And, once in a while, the brewer must
use a different strain of yeast that
works to produce higher ABV beers.
Just about any style can be made
Imperial if done right. Most common
are IPAs, Stouts and Porters, but
brewers have been known to make

Pilsners, Wheat and a variety of
other styles at higher strengths.
Sometimes it works, other times it
does not. The important part is that
brewers continue to take chances
and innovate.
The only way we get new and
exciting beers is when the brewers
reach beyond the norms and try
something different. This is part of
the history and legacy of beer from
earliest times.

How are these behemoths brewed?
Simply put, the brewers add more
grain and hops to the brewing
process to increase the ABV, and
usually the body of the beer as well.
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2104 S. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

Share a Tight-Knit Holiday with
Miller Lite

Fiesta Like Familia with Modelo

The original light beer is outfitting your holiday crew
with a new knitwear line. From November 1st through
December 31st, shoppers can scan codes on POS for
a chance to win Miller Lite sweaters, “beernaments”
or beer money, depending on the style of their tightknit crew. Retailers can get their hands on festive
promotional tools from pop-up displays and apex rack
inserts to wobblers and a highly-covetable hat pole
topper display. The eye-catching on-premise lineup
includes string lights, stadium cups, buckets and more.

To wrap up 2022, Modelo is launching an all-new
holiday campaign that captures the energy, joy and
vibrance of holidays done the Modelo way. Consumers
will be encouraged to Fiesta Like Familia! When friends
and family who make up your “familia” get together
with Modelo, there’s no celebration like it. This fresh
new campaign, running from November 3rd through
December 31st, offers a collection of festive tools to
capture the holiday occasion at retail and end the
year strong.

